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Slow Research Lab
Established 2003 in New York City.
Currently based in Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

Slow Research Lab is a multidisciplinary research and curatorial platform that advances ‘Slow’ theory and practice through creative explorations of phenomenology and ecology, mathematics and somatics, language and landscape. The platform’s programming manifests as workshops, academic modules, exhibitions, performances, and publications with contributions by designers, architects, artists, ecologists, technologists, and activists.

For the Space In Between program at the 23rd Biennale of Sydney, the platform’s director Carolyn F. Strauss was joined by designer Cocky Eek and landscape architect Anna Fink to create a site-specific intervention called *Resonant Bodies_Tank Stream*. The audio-based exercise invites Biennale visitors to gently tune their awareness to diverse scales and substance of the local urban landscape—situating their bodies within it while encouraging them to stretch their perception to more-than-human spaces and temporalities.